
Bring your customers a high quality, 
garden building solution

garden buildings
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TIMBER & STEEL FRAMED GARDEN BUILDINGS

Its stylish, modern design comes in a choice of six New England 

colours to blend beautifully with its surroundings.

There are two Kyube buildings to choose from. Kyube1 has a 

pressure treated timber frame, and Kyube2 has an insulated 

steel frame. On both options, the exterior is covered with low-

maintenance composite cladding. So, in appearance, they look 

very similar.

While the inside of Kyube1 Timber Frame building is left 

unfinished, Kyube2 has a finished ceiling, insulated with 

Rockwook is boarded out OSB lined walls ready for customers 

to either add their own finish upgrade to our Interior Décor Pack 

to provide a complete solution.

THE NEW BIGGER RANGE OF GARDEN BUILDINGS 

kyube

Kyube1 Timber Frame in Anthracite Grey with French Doors and Corner Window

FULL DETAILS 
ON PAGE 8

kyube
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APEX & NOVO MODULAR SOLUTIONS

Hub garden rooms are high-quality, highly-insulated garden 

buildings designed to be used all year round. They’ve been 

meticulously crafted to provide a long-lasting, warm and quiet 

space.  

Hub’s exterior is beautifully clad with FSC, high-density, durable  

premium larch on all four walls, helping it blend seamlessly into its 

surroundings. And you can provide the option to have it built with 

or without decking and a canopy.

Both options offer a full room solution, with all the usual optional 

extras built-in as standard. Insulation, heating, electrics, a finished 

interior and more.

FROM EUROCELL – YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP

hub

Hub Novo 3 Max Garden Room with composite decking in Ancient Black

FULL DETAILS 
ON PAGE 16

hub
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garden buildings
ADD FUNCTIONAL LIVING SPACES – 24/7, 365 DAYS A YEAR

IN YOUR CUSTOMER’S GARDENS

The alternative to an extension
Homes are your customers’ sanctuary. But perhaps they need 

more space. Maybe they have taken up a new hobby or found 

themselves working from home, and they need a quiet space to 

escape to.

Moving home or extending is an option, but it’s an expensive 

one. And one that can take months and months of hard work 

and disruption. Furthermore, they may not want to move 

anyway if they love where they live.

A garden building is the solution
It isn’t just a timber shed or a summerhouse It’s so much more 

than that. 

Think of it like a room – except, it’s for the garden. A proper 

room they can comfortably enjoy all year round. With double-

glazed doors and windows and depending on the building  

you specify, they can also include insulation, heating, lighting 

and electrics. 

And depending on the configuration, you can even have the 

inside kitted out with flooring, cladding and skirting boards.

Garden buildings, more than just a timber shed. 
Provide your customers with a place to escape.

Hub Novo 5 Plus interior
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WHY CHOOSE EUROCELL?

Why provide a garden building?
•  Costs less than moving or extending

•  No planning permission needed*

•  Installed in 2-4 days

•  Guaranteed for 10 years, but built to last longer

•  Easy-care coastline cladding never needs painting or treating

•  Adds value to properties

•  Use all year round

The garden – the perfect place to retreat
When you want more space, using the garden is the simplest 

solution. By providing a garden building, your customers get  

the extra room they need and make the most of your garden all 

year round. 

Our garden buildings are designed to blend seamlessly into 

their surroundings. Their stunning contemporary design and 

colours, taken from nature, make them a beautiful addition to 

your garden.  

Design-engineered for 
outstanding technical  

performance

Easy and quick 
installation in as 
little as 2 days

Colour and 
style options to 

suit any job

Your one stop shop 
for all your outdoor 

living needs

A size and style 
for any use

Better value 
than ever

Get quick quotes 
from our 

specialiist team

Bigger range  
now available
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THE RANGE

The beautiful Kyube range comes in either a steel or timber frame, although they look very similar. They're available in a range of sizes, 

with various window and door options to suit any garden's size and shape. Every one of our Kyube garden buildings is individually 

designed and made in the UK by our specialist team.

vv

GARDEN BUILDINGSkyube
RE-ENGINEERED 
STEEL FRAME

TIMBER FRAME WITH 
COMPOSITE CLADDING

LOW MAINTENANCE 
EPDM ROOF

NEW SIDE EXTENSION 
ADD ON OPTION

NEW BI-FOLD 
DOOR OPTION

DECKING STEP & 
EXTENDED CANOPY

KYUBE GARDEN BUILDINGS

Kyube1 has a timber frame construction, with exterior 

cladding in a choice of six colours. The inside walls are 

unfinished, giving the freedom to create an individual 

interior look.

Kyube2 has an insulated steel frame construction, with 

exterior cladding in a choice of six colours. The inside 

walls are boarded, ready to add an interior finish. Or you 

can add an interior décor pack that includes internal 

cladding, vinyl flooring and skirting. 

KYUBE1 TIMBER FRAME KYUBE2 STEEL FRAME
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Hub garden rooms are high-quality, highly insulated buildings that are designed to be used all year round. These beautifully stylish 

rooms come packed with all the features you’d expect of a room inside your home as standard. And, for your convenience,  

they’re pre-constructed so they can be installed within a couple of days.

vv

LOW MAINTENANCE 
EPDM ROOF

NEW SIDE EXTENSION 
ADD ON OPTION

vv

GARDEN ROOMShub
HUB APEX 
5x3M | 7x3M

PRE-ENGINEERED 
FOR QUICK INSTALLATION

HUB NOVO 
3x3 | 5x3M | 7x3M

MODULAR BUILDINGS 
WITH FIVE STYLE OPTIONS

COMPOSITE DECKING OPTION 
IN A CHOICE OF COLOURS

COMPLETE WITH 
INTERIOR READY TO GO

HUB GARDEN ROOMS

The Novo has a classic and contemporary design 

that will suit any garden. It comes with a sliding patio 

door and extra double glazed windows, depending on 

the size you choose. There’s also the option to add 

composite decking, trellis and a canopy.

The Apex features a stunning glass corner with two 

double-glazed sliding doors and two additional  

double-glazed side windows. It’s available in two sizes, 

with the option of adding composite decking, trellis and 

a canopy.

HUB NOVO HUB APEX
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GARDEN BUILDINGS

kyube

Adaptable to your requirements
We offer two bespoke Kyube solutions, which can be adapted 

to suit your customers’ tastes and requirements. 

Firstly, our Timber Frame building. This option comes fitted with 

our Coastline composite cladding in a choice of six colours, 

plus a selection of door, door furniture and window colours. The 

interior is left unfinished, allowing the customer the flexibility of 

choosing their own bespoke finish. 

The second option is our Steel Frame building. In addition 

to choosing exterior finishes, this frame comes completely 

insulated and with the option to add an Interior Decor Pack to 

give you ability to provide a complete solution with an interior 

finish to suit your customers’ requirements. Both frame options 

are available in a range of sizes, with a variety of window options 

to suit any shape and sized garden. 

Every one of our garden buildings are individually designed and 

made in the UK by our specialist team. 

With six external cladding colours in the range, a choice of 

three door styles in three door colour options and five door 

furniture colours available, our Garden Buildings can be 

designed to fit in perfectly with their surroundings.

Bespoke garden room solutions designed to be easy to install  
and built to last. 
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WHY CHOOSE KYUBE?

Choose from a range 
of door options

Easy and quick 
installation in 2-4 days

Optional side 
storage add-on

10 year guarantee 
for peace of mind

Available in a range 
of size options

Better value 
than ever

Choice of 6 composite 
cladding colours

Two frame style 
options

kyube garden buildings

DELIVERED TO SITE

INSTALLED IN 2-4 DAYS

ALL FITTINGS & FIXINGS INCLUDED

COASTLINE COMPOSITE CLADDING

MODULAR COMPONENTS

INSTALLATION SUPPORT AVAILABLE
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KYUBE GARDEN BUILDINGS

Framed in Timber
Our Kyube1 timber frame buildings are perfect if your customers 

are after a little more flexibility on their finishes. They come with

high-quality external finishing, such as six colour options

for external cladding, an EPDM rubber roof system, stainless 

steel external lighting, plus the choice of French, patio or bi-fold 

doors. You can also pair our French doors with a corner window 

option to provide more natural internal daylight.

Our timber frame buildings come unfinished internally. Inside, the 

walls are a timber finish with a 90mm wooden floor. Giving your 

customer complete flexibility and control of the look and feel of 

the interior design.

All our Kyube timber frame buildings come with a 10 Year

Guarantee, so there’s peace of mind as well as flexibility.

KYUBE1 TIMBER FRAME

What’s included: 
 EPDM rubber roof system

 PVC-U French, sliding patio or bi-fold doors in a choice of  

 three colours 

 Optional 600mm corner PVC-U window 

 Composite Coastline cladding in a choice of six colours 

 External lights included 

 10 Year Guarantee 

 Electric pack consisting of consumer unit, sockets and   

 external lights

Sizes: (Width x Depth)

 3.6m x 2.55m

 3.6m x 3.75m

 4.2m x 2.55m

 4.2m x 3.75m

  4.8m x 2.55m

 4.8m x 2.55m
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The sturdy choice
Each of our Kyube2 steel frame garden buildings comes with a

10 Year Guarantee on the building, so you can rest assured with 

the peace of mind that the building will stand the test of time.

Our steel frame buildings come with OSB lined walls as 

standard. We offer an optional extra Interior Decor Pack which 

includes a selection of beautiful, hard-wearing luxury vinyl 

flooring options and a choice of décor internal cladding finishes.

Your customer can also pick from a selection of our low 

maintenance roomline skirting, providing a high-quality interior 

finish which is personal to them.

All our steel frame garden buildings come fully insulated and 

with an EPDM rubber roof system. Added to the interior

finish options available, this allows you to provide a garden 

building solution for your customers which is ready to go from 

day one.

KYUBE2 STEEL FRAME

What’s included: 
 Insulated steel frame with EPDM rubber roof 

 PVC-U French, sliding patio or bi-fold door in three colour 
 options

 Coastline composite cladding in a choice of six colours 

 Composite front decked step in four colour options 

 Improved thermal and sound efficiency on walls and floor 

  Internal OSB lined walls – Optional extra Interior Decor  
 Pack available 

 Electric pack consisting of consumer unit, sockets and  

 external lights

Sizes: (Width x Depth)

  3m x 2.5m

 4m x 2.5m

  5m x 2.5m

 6m x 2.5mm

 3m x 3m

  4m x 3m

  5m x 3m

 6m x 3m
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MOONDUST 
GREY

WILD BROWN

TAUPE

ANCIENT 
BLACK

ANTHRACITE 
GREY

SALT LAKE 
SILVER

PIGEON BLUE

ANTIQUE 
ASH

EXTERNAL COLOURS

DECKING COLOURS

WINDOW OPTIONS

Colours to frame the view
Whether you choose our timber or steel framed garden building 

there’s a choice of six external Coastline cladding colour 

options, five door furniture colour choices and three door 

frame colour options to choose from, there is a combination of 

external finishes to work with every space and any taste. 

10-year guarantee 
Kyube garden buildings are guaranteed for ten years*,  

so you can give your customers the assurance of a robust, 

well-designed, precision-made product that’s built to 

last – manufactured by out specialist teams in the UK.

*Provided the buildings are installed to manufacturer’s instructions.

OYSTERSOFT GREEN

KYUBE GARDEN BUILDINGS

STYLE & COLOUR OPTIONS

OPTIONAL 600MM 
CORNER WINDOW*

500MM SIDE 
WINDOW

Add a corner window 

in combination with a 

French door on Kyube1 

timber frame models and 

a side window on Kyube2 

steel framed buildings.

*Available in combination with a French door on timber 
frame models only. Side windows available on all steel 
frame models.

For steel fame building step
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DOOR OPTIONS

COLOURSFURNITURE

CHROME SATIN SILVER SATIN BLACK ANTHRACITE 
GREY

GOLDEN 
OAK

WHITEWHITE GOLD

FUN WOOD LOFT BRICK

Décor choice
Internal cladding

BROWN 
SLATE

WHITE

FOR STEEL FRAME OPTION ONLY

Flooring options 

HUNTSVILLE CLEVELAND FONTANA

ENGLISH 
OAK

WHITE 
SATIN

ANTHRACITE 
GREY

Recycled PVC-U Skirting 
Skirting and architrave 

INTERNAL DECOR PACK

FRENCH 
DOORS

SLIDING PATIO  
DOORS

BI-FOLD  
DOORS
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STORAGE ADD-ON OPTION

THE ADDED EXTRA

A room with more
We’ve added a new addition to our Kyube range of garden 

buildings. A side storage add-on which creates a solution where 

your customers can also store their bikes, garden equipment or 

toys as well as have a room to enjoy.

The storage extension is available for both the Kyube steel and 

timber frame buildings with a choice of glazed or solid door.

Sizes: (Width x Depth)

Timber Frame Buildings

  1.2m x 2.55m

 1.2m x 3.75m

Steel Frame Buildings

  1.4m x 2.5m

 1.4m x 3m
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INSTALLATION

HAS NEVER BEEN SIMPLER

Installation made simple
Each of our Kyube garden buildings are made in the UK by our 

specialist team and delivered to site in a single delivery, ready for 

you to complete the install with ease.

And furthermore, why not pick up the tools and ancillaries  

to complete the job from our network of 200+ Eurocell  

branches nationwide.

Modular frame for ease of installation
Our Kyube2 steel frame building comes with a modular frame 

system which is easy to transport and makes installation a 

breeze. Perfect for properties with narrow or limited access, 

allowing it to even be taken through the property.

The bulding comes complete with insulation, soundproofing and 

an internal OSB lined finish as standard. The Caber floor gives 

an added layer of protection during the install, leaving you to 

provide a perfectly finished job.
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GARDEN ROOMS

hub

The complete solution, inside and out
Hub garden rooms are high quality, highly insulated work spaces 

designed to be used all year round. Each of our offices, studios 

and rooms have been meticulously designed to provide a long 

lasting, warm and quiet space outside of the home.

All of our Hub garden rooms are fully inclusive of interior finish, 

high quality insulation, double glazed sliding doors, flush-fit 

sockets, LED lighting, premium laminate flooring, and much more.

We’ve worked hard so that everything your customer could 

want,from soundproofing to heating and lighting throughout is

included in a single solution.

We’ve refused to comprise on quality and like everything else, 

style comes as standard.

Whether your customer needs high quality work space, a gym, a studio,  
or a family room, all of our buildings are designed without compromise.
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Pre-engineered to perfection
The finished garden room will come, as pre-engineered panels

ready for installation including, waterproofing, electrical

fittings, and decorative finish. The garden room will be built 

in the customer’s desired location in a fraction of the time of 

building a room from scratch.

All of our Hub garden rooms are made from FSC approved 

wood and offer market leading energy efficiency. Our garden 

rooms benefit from the high-density durable qualities of 

Premium larch on four walls as standard, not just the walls you 

can see.

WHY CHOOSE HUB?

Foundations  
included

Double glazed 
windows 

and sliding doors

Pre-fabricated 
insulated panel

construction

Easy and quick 
installation in 2 days*

Fully insulated and 
comes with and 
infrared heater

Full electrical pack 
including lighting and 

ethernet socket

The complete 
solution inside & out

Unique pre-finished modules,  
pre-engineered including wiring,  
cladding and an internal finish.

hub garden rooms

PLUG & PLAY ELECTRICS

LESS TOOLS, LESS TIME ON SITE

ALL FITTINGS & FIXINGS INCLUDED

MODULAR SOLUTIONS

COMPOSITE DECKING

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION

7 year guarantee 
for peace of mind
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A design to complement any garden
A classic and contemporary design to complement any garden. 

Intelligent design allowing fast, clean, modular installation.

The Novo comes in three sizes. 3x3 metres, 5x3 metres and 7x3 

metres. As with all our Hub buildings, the Novo is all inclusive 

and everything is supplied inside and out. Including an electric 

pack, flush fit sockets, LED lighting, Infrared heating, premium 

FSC knotless Larch cladding, insulation, metallic finished roof, 

a maintenance free melamine interior finish, premium laminate 

flooring and more.

HUB GARDEN ROOMS

THE NOVO RANGE

What’s included: 
 Finished/decorated walls and ceiling

 2490mm Planning friendly height

  Infrared heating

  LED internal lighting

 External up/down lighting

 Premium Larch FSC Cladding

 Fast installation

 Flush-fit ethernet socket

 Choice of composite decking in three colours on Plus, Duo,  
 Full and Max models

 Pre-finished modules which are quick to install
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A beautifully engineered view
The Apex features a beautifully engineered 90 degree corner 

glass opening to maximise interior light. A stand out design that 

is exceptionally popular.

The Apex comes in 2 sizes. 5x3 metres and 7x3 metres. 

As with all Hub buildings the Apex is a complete solution 

inside and out. Everything is included, including an electric 

pack, flush-fit sockets, LED lighting, Infrared heating, premium 

FSC knotless Larch cladding, insulation, metallic finished roof, 

a maintenance-free melamine interior finish, premium laminate 

flooring and more.

THE APEX RANGE

What’s included: 
 Finished/decorated walls and ceiling

 2490mm Planning friendly height

  Infrared heating

  LED internal lighting

 External up/down lighting

 Premium Larch FSC Cladding

 Fast installation

 Flush-fit ethernet socket

 Choice of composite decking in three colours on Plus, Duo,  
 Full and Max models

 Pre-finished modules which are quick to install
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If your customer wants an office, gym, home salon, or therapy

room these quality buildings are designed to be installed 

quickly, but exceed the Building regulations applicable to your 

customers’ existing homes.

They also benefit from stylish double glazed windows and doors 

and premium laminate flooring. All this comes as standard.

We’ve used 20 years of experience to design our unique ‘plug 

and play’ modular pre-finished construction* which can be 

installed and ready to use in as little as two days.

*trademark applied for.

Whether your customer needs a high quality work space, a gym, a studio, 
a garden room or a family room, all of our buildings are designed without 
compromise to be thermally efficient and soundproofed. 

THE ULTIMATE CHOICE

CREATE A BESPOKE SOLUTION
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Most garden rooms still arrive on site needing most of the 

components to be prepared and built from scratch. This means 

the movement of bulky and often fragile materials that are easy 

to damage. It’s a building process which requires hours from 

contractors with a full range of tools on site. This results in an 

expensive, time consuming, and unpredictable build process. 

Hub garden rooms are manufactured in a state-of-the-art 

facility using the latest in high-precision quality-controlled 

manufacturing processes more commonly found in the 

automotive industry. Our uniquely designed system allows fast 

installation, usually within two days by a team of two.

Hub garden rooms will  
revolutionise your installation  
capabilities.

INSTALLATION

REVOLUTIONISING YOUR CAPABILITIES
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CONFIGURATIONS

STATE OF THE ART MODULAR SYSTEM

STANDARD

STANDARD

PLUS

PLUS

Main module size: 3m x 3m

Main module size: 5m x 3m

Main module size: 7m x 3m

Main module size: 5m x 3m

Main module size: 7m x 3m

HUB NOVO

HUB APEX

NOVO 3

NOVO 5

NOVO 7

APEX 5

APEX 7

ANCIENT 
BLACK

SALT LAKE 
SILVER

ANTIQUE 
ASH

DECKING COLOURS
For Plus, Duo, Full and Max models
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DUO

DUO

FULL

FULL

MAX

MAX
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For more information about our range of garden buildings, 
call our customer services team on 0333 005 6525, or visit 
eurocell.co.uk/gardenbuildings 

Eurocell plc, High View Road, Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 2DT

Product specification is subject to change without notification.  
Please also note that colours shown are illustrative only, as the printing 
process does not allow 100% accurate colours to be reproduced. 

FSC LOGO 
HERE


